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The atudy of intrusive breccia dikea, which can k frWUOntly obaerved in cryatalline baaomant rocks of 
terrestrial i-ct abructurea(e.g. 1-3) can provide a contribution to the underatanding of crater 
wchanica, ea~cially with regard to the proceaa of cavity nrodification ( 4 ) .  W i n g  field studies at the 

irpact structure of aochechouart, SW Prance, approximately 90 breccia dikes wore upped in surface out- 
crops of the crystalline basement in an area of N 80 km2, which repreaenta noarly a quarter of the 

whole structure. Hob.1 analyaea, textural and structural features of hand apoci.cn and thin w t i o n a  
laad to the claaaification of three differenf types of breccia dikes (5), which differea in ~u detail 

(e.g. recognition of a u l t  breccia typ.) froa the one of LAneERT (0. 
Characteristic for Typo 1 is the occurrence of mineral and/or litnic f r a ~ n t s  surrounded by a i-ct 
llult matrix that has boon nearly completely altered to clay minerals (REIMOLD, Wra. cw.). This type 
of breccia dike only occur. in the center ~f the atructure. Due to eharacteriatic differsncea in thodr 
claat-matrix relationship two sub-varietiee can be diatinguiahedt 1-A generally does not contain Pithic 

claata. The aubroundod mineral claata have rizea<O.O m, often shoving effect# of digeation 
or rewrption by tho surrounding matrix. ?low atructurea parallel to the dike walla are quite 

often vialble. Somotimoa shock effects up to atage 1 ( 6 )  can be observed. Type 1-A dikea dimplay eharp 

but irregular contact. with the host rocks. 
The field appearance of 1-8 is very aimilar to that of 1-A but dikes of this typa are up to 30 cm in 
width. Conrrary to 1-A, rock claata with maximum sizes up to a few CQ ara quite camon, showing the 
whole range of #hock and t h e m 1  matamorphiam up to stage I11 ( 6 ) .  Plow structures and veaiclea are 

abundant in Typa 1-8 dikea. 

Tym 2 dikea are filled by clastic polymict breccia. and can be subclaaaified by claat content and 

claat aize into 2-A and 2-B (matrix of claatic breccias ia defined by grain size of conrtituenta 

<lOpm). A low chat-matrix ratio I< 1.51, subangular claats uaually~l cm in size, and parallel 
orientation of elongated claata are typical for the 2-A variety. 2-B diaplaya a significant higher 
claat-mrtrix ratio (, 21, claat sizes are up to aeveral cm (sometima up to aeveral dm). No preferred 
particle orientation is visible. In both varieties clasts of type 1 breccia have been detected 
frequently. Type 2-A dikes vary strongly in width, from a few cm up to a maximum of 25 cm. They dia- 
play a complex geometry and sharp wall contacta. 2-A dikes do not only occur in undiaturbed target 
rocks, but also in parautochthonoua monomict breccias. Type 2-8 has a relatively simple geolwtry and 
reachea a maximum thickneaa of several m. Slickensided contact surfaces can be obaerved along both 
type 2-A and 2-8 dikea at several localities and are indication for tectonic movements. However, 

displacement of wall rocks were only observed along 2-B dikes. 

T Y ~  3 13-A, 3-81 dikea are characterized by claatic monomict breccia fillings. 3-A contains aubanpu- 

lar clasta with sizeail cm. The clast-matrix ratio is>2.5 and frequently clasts are oriented parallel 
to the walls. Sometimes type 1 breccia clasts can be observed. Clast sizes of 3-8 reach up to several 

cm. The angular claata display no preferred orientation and the clast matrix ratio ia much higher 

(s3.5). Type 3-A ia very aimilar in outcrop appearance to type 2-A, whereas 3-8, from several cm up 
to aeveral dm in thickness, do not show sharp contacts with the country rock. 
Beaidea types 1-3, complex dikes have been found in which the central part of a dike is composed of 
type 2-A, and marginal regions of type 3-A breccia. Between 2-A and 3-A, as well as betwon 3-A and 

hoat rock, sharp contacts are visible. Shock metamorphic effects up to stage I can be found in type 

2 as well as in type 3 breccia dikes. However, a simple relationship of the shock degree of claata 
to the dike positions relative to the point of impact can not be established. 

The proposed classification and the relations between the different dike types (Type 1 breccia as 
clasts in Type 2 and 3 dikes; occurrence of complex dikes) provide evidence for the interpretation, 
previously discussed by ( 4 )  that the dikes were formed subsequently in time during the cratering 
process. 
The different dike fillings were analyzed for major element abundance8 by means of XRP analysis 
(Table 1 ) .  Also given are the compositions of the surrounding country rocks. Compared to thrae, even 
the polymict type 2-A has a chemical composition quite similar to the country rock,whereaa type 2-B 
shows larger deviations from country rock compositions. This indicates that mainly local material 
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contributed to the fillings of 2-A and less to the fillings of 2-8. The -position of r l t  breccia 

typo 1-A shows significant differences to the Rochechouart coherent irpact m l t  in Si02, Pe203, MgO, 

and T ~ O ~  contents, presumably as the result of the contribution of a bamic craponent to the molt iource 

rock mixture (7). Type 1-B is similar in composition to the coherent impact m l t ,  which evidently was 
partially injected into the crater floor, too. 

Ni abundances of the different breccia fillings were analysed by h (Table 2 )  1 .  In agreement with 

W E R T  (81 ,  who found significant enrichments of Ni compared to the target rocks oven in the clastic 
polymict breccia formations on top of the crater floor, the studied breccia dikes (1 -3)  s h w  Ni enrich- 

manta of up to 5 times when compared with the indigenous Ni content of the target rocks (7). Even the 

monomict breccia dikes are slightly enriched (1 .5  times the target Ni content). This m y  reflect the 

high mobility of Ni due to hydrothermal alteration and/or weathering (9). 

To obtain structural information about processes and directions of mass movement during the cavity 

modification stage (lo), it is important to distinguish the fractures induced by the impact event from 

preimpact target fractures, i.e. to find out breccia dikes which fill impact inducad fractures. There- 

fore, the spacial orientation of almost all breccia dikes was recorded. Fig. 1 shows the results re- 

presented in the lower hemisphere of the Schmidt net.Although data have been collected in a crater area 

which represents only about a quarter of the whole structure, the extension of the dikes is obviously 

randomly&tributed with slight maxima of N-S striking dikes. Like the direction pattern, the dip angles 

show a great variety from flat lying to vertical inclined dikes. In comparison to fracture statistics 

of basement rocks outside the crater area, it seems to be certain that in addition to ancient fractures 

a whole set of diverging fracture directions was produced by the impact event. In detail, sizes, fre- 

quencies and direction patterns of fractures in the crystalline basement of the crater floor vary from 

exposure to exposure. A full account and discussion of all data will be presented in a special 

publication. 
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Tabla 2 Ni abundances (pp.) a8 m - nwlts for the diffennt%ta?$:f.vtiCal 
I Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Targ.t Rocks (8) 

Table 1 Chmical composition (& f target rocks (avorag* rock - 
compositions taken fra ( 2 ) ~  and selested breccia dikes 
(this work). 

Spociol orientation of breccia dikes; poles to 94 contact 
planes; contours ot 2,4,6, and 8 per cent. 

Si02 

Ti02 

A'2o3 
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Granite 

72.94 70.8069.07 
(6.3.0) 

0.22 0.49 0.55 
(6.0.2) 
14.90 15.72 16.85 

(d.1 .O) 

Roch. Type 7 1 1 ~  
Impact I-A 
Melt 
66.60 58.9966.35 

6.4.2) 
0.76 1.06 0.81 

k 4 . 1 )  
16 24 17.01 17.54 

k.i.4) 
1.40 3.45 3.64 

(G=l.l) 
0.74 2.16 1.36 

(d4.8)  
0.79 0.24 0.18 

(64.5)  
3.19 2.22 2.09 

(6d.9)  
5.65 4.26 5.27 

6 ~ 1 . 4 )  

Gneiss Type Typo 
2-A 2-8 

66.19 66.3269.01 
(G'=3.0) 

0.82 0.92 0.74 
(6=0.2) 
16.21 17.18 16.39 

@ = I  -6) 
5.79 6.49 3.31 

(d~0.9)  
2.76 2.88 1.54 

(6d.5)  
1.84 0.34 0.25 

(6 =O. 9) 
2.94 2.90 2.21 

(6.1.0) 
3.28 4.44 5.50 

b.1.6) 

4.22 8.80 1.06 

1.29 5.17 0.44 

CaO 

Na20 

K20 

(6=1.1) 
0.25 0.58 0.11 

(6.0.2) 
0.34 1.80 0.36 

(G.0.3) 
10.19 5.25 13.07 

6.1.8) 


